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LAT'S PRODUCTS NOW INTEGRATE WITH EOS.WEB
Expand Self Service options to Special Libraries

SOMERDALE, NJ, January 5, 2008: Library Automation Technologies, Inc. (LAT), a leader in library
automation products, is pleased to announces that it now fully supports and integrates, across its entire
FlashScan and allCIRC product lines, with the EOS International , a leader in web-based automation software
for special and corporate libraries.
This integration provides mutual customers the confidence that LAT patron self service solutions will operate
seamlessly within EOS.Web Integrated Library System.
Oleg Boyarsky, President and CEO of LAT commented "Our integration with EOS.Web is yet another example
of LAT's universality and flexibility to provide self service solutions across various back-end platforms. EOS is
a leader in web-based ILS solutions to special and corporate libraries, so it makes absolute sense that we
address this market to further deliver value to our customers."
EOS is at the forefront of library automation and knowledge management, offering Web-based EOS.Web which
provides anytime, anywhere connectivity to personalized information resources for employees, business
partners and customers - whether they are across the hall or on the other side of the world. LAT's
technologically advanced, portable, self-service solutions and CD/DVD dispensing systems offer intuitive ease
of use and unprecedented flexibility to address needs of the special libraries market.
For more information about LAT's technology and the entire product line, jump to: www.LATcorp.com For
more information about EOS International jump to: www.eosintl.com
Library Automation Technologies Inc., (LAT) founded in 2001 has installations in hundreds of libraries throughout the United States. LAT's sole
mission is to help libraries and data centers to work better, smarter and more securely. LAT’s innovation earned the firm the coveted “#1 Fastest
Growing in South Jersey, 2005” by the Philadelphia Business Journal, as well as a “Finalist in the Family Business of the Year, 2006” award
presented by Farleigh Dickinson College. LAT further continues its growth expanding into automation by delivering media dispensing line of products
solely dedicated to library operations.
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